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Abstract—We report on our experience at Google deploying a variety of coverage-guided and black-box fuzzers to find bugs in compilers for two graphics shading languages: the WebGPU Shading Language (WGSL) and Standard Portable Intermediate Representation (SPIR-V). We discuss the deployment of coverage-guided fuzzing on ClusterFuzz and OSS-Fuzz using libFuzzer’s built-in mutators, and a number of custom mutators that exploit knowledge of the syntax and semantics of WGSL and SPIR-V. We also discuss the deployment of several black box fuzzers on ClusterFuzz, including two that are based on new randomised program generators for WGSL, which we have also used in a targeted fashion for end-to-end testing of WebGPU implementations. We discuss a series of insights arising from our experience that we hope will be valuable to practitioners and researchers interested in applying fuzzing to industrial problems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Randomised testing, commonly known as fuzzing, has become a critical defence against defects and vulnerabilities in software systems, especially systems written in C and C++, due to the unsafe features that these languages offer.

WebGPU [47] is a new JavaScript API that allows graphics and compute workloads to be accelerated using client-side GPUs. To avoid the potential for denial of service or remote execution attacks arising from untrusted web pages issuing malicious workloads to end-user GPUs, it is critical that an in-browser implementation of WebGPU is robust. One of the most complex components of a WebGPU implementation is a compiler that translates code written in the new WebGPU Shading Language (WGSL) into a suitable GPU programming language supported by the user’s system, thus techniques for thoroughly testing a WGSL compiler to quickly find and eliminate potentially exploitable bugs are important.

Separate but related, Google has developed the SwiftShader software renderer [22], which is used as a fall-back renderer for implementations of the existing WebGL API [33] (to which WebGPU has been described as a successor) as well as for WebGPU. SwiftShader allows in-browser graphics workloads to be executed by the end user’s CPU, e.g. due to the GPU in the user’s system being too old to meet the needs of WebGPU. SwiftShader is a conformant implementation of the Vulkan GPU programming model [32], in which graphics shaders are expressed in Standard Portable Intermediate Representation (SPIR-V) [29], thus SwiftShader incorporates functionality for processing and optimising SPIR-V programs. Due to its use in web browsers, SwiftShader may be presented with arbitrary, malicious graphics shaders.

We report on our experience at Google employing a variety of fuzzing techniques to find defects in (a) compilers for WGSL, and (b) tools for optimising and validating SPIR-V. As both are used to enable WebGL and WebGPU in popular browsers such as Chrome, Edge and Firefox, bugs in these components have major potential for negative impact.

After providing necessary background (§II), the paper is structured as follows:

Deploying coverage-guided fuzzing (§III). We explain how we have deployed a variety of coverage-guided fuzzers to WGSL and SPIR-V processing tools, as well as the design of various custom mutators for WGSL.

Deploying black-box fuzzing (§IV). We have written two specialised program generators for WGSL that allow differential and validation testing of WGSL compilers, which we have also deployed on ClusterFuzz, alongside a black-box fuzzer based on an existing GPU shading language fuzzer.

Summary of bugs found (§V). Deployment of fuzzing on ClusterFuzz and OSS-Fuzz since 2018 has led to 88 security-critical issues being reported (86 fixed at time of writing), and targeted fuzzing of tint and naga has led to the discovery of 58 functional bugs (36 at time of writing).

Insights (§VI). We reflect on take-aways from our experience, including cases when our early fuzzing efforts informed the design WGSL or the implementation of the tint compiler, and the trade-off between the benefits of domain-aware custom mutators and the effort required to create and maintain them.

Throughout, when we talk about the current status of issues found by various fuzzers, or say “at time of writing”, this refers to November 2022.

II. BACKGROUND

A. Coverage-guided fuzzing with libFuzzer and ClusterFuzz

libFuzzer. The libFuzzer tool [36] is an in-process coverage-guided mutation-based fuzzer for C and C++ software com-

1Throughout, we use coverage to mean branch coverage.
ponents. This style of fuzzing can be viewed as a genetic algorithm where new tests cases are derived via mutation, and code coverage serves as the fitness function.

To use libFuzzer, one must write a fuzz target: a function that receives a buffer of bytes, interprets the byte buffer as an input to the software under test (SUT), and invokes the SUT using this input. This fuzz target is then called repeatedly by libFuzzer using a series of input buffers.

The tool is “mutation-based” because an input buffer is obtained by mutating some previous input buffer, starting from a user-provided initial corpus, or with a default initial buffer if no corpus is given. Inputs are mutated using a number of built-in mutation operators that work on byte buffers in a domain-agnostic manner, for example deleting, swapping or changing bytes, or combining previously-used inputs. If the input format is text-based, the user can provide a dictionary of relevant tokens that libFuzzer’s built-in mutators can use, e.g. allowing them to insert, delete or substitute tokens. In the genetic programming analogy, dictionaries provide building blocks analogous to base pairs / genes, while a corpus can be seen as a set of complete structures, analogous to chromosomes / DNA strands, to mutate.

An input is prioritised for further mutation if it leads to new source code coverage of the SUT; this is what makes libFuzzer “coverage-guided”.

The fuzz target, SUT and the overall main method (which performs corpus maintenance, input selection and mutation) are all linked together into the same executable—this is what makes libFuzzer an “in-process” fuzzer. To facilitate this, using libFuzzer requires compiling the SUT using a special flag, supported by the Clang/LLVM compiler framework.

The oracle [3] used for detecting bugs during fuzzing is the crash oracle, where a bug is deemed to have been found if the SUT crashes. When using libFuzzer one typically boosts this oracle using a sanitiser (e.g. AddressSanitizer, for detecting buffer overflows [45]). The fuzz target must be designed so that the (sanitizer-boosted) crash oracle is precise: if the SUT crashes when invoked by the fuzz target, this must correspond to a genuine bug, otherwise the use of libFuzzer will raise false alarms. If the SUT is only supposed to deal gracefully with inputs that satisfy certain preconditions, the fuzz target must take responsibility for discarding inputs that do not satisfy these preconditions (or for transforming them so that they do). We revisit this point in §VI-C, Insight 9.

Custom mutators. The built-in libFuzzer mutators may be ineffective at yielding interesting valid inputs for the SUT. To overcome this, the user can provide a custom mutator: a function that takes a buffer of bytes and returns the byte buffer in a mutated form [19]. The custom mutator can process the byte buffer according to the known input format of the SUT and mutate it accordingly.

ClusterFuzz and OSS-Fuzz. ClusterFuzz refers to both an open source project from Google providing a software framework for continuous fuzzing [16] (using various fuzzers including libFuzzer), as well as Google’s large-scale internal deployment of this framework [2]. Google also provides a fuzzing service for the open source community based on the ClusterFuzz framework, called OSS-Fuzz [21].

ClusterFuzz takes care of managing fuzzing jobs that run indefinitely, with functionality for automatically reducing bug-triggering test cases, determining whether bugs are reproducible, de-duplicating bug reports, auto-reporting non-duplicate bugs that reliably reproduce, bisecting revision histories to try to pinpoint the change that introduced a bug, and re-running bug-triggering test cases as changes are pushed to the SUT, auto-closing issues that appear to have been fixed.

B. The WGSL and SPIR-V languages and tool ecosystems

WebGPU, WGSL, and WSGL compilers. WebGPU is an emerging standard for graphics programming on the web [47], exposed as a JavaScript API. A web page using WebGPU makes a number of JavaScript calls to create buffers for communication between host and GPU, copy memory to and from these buffers, and run either a graphics or compute pipeline—comprising one or more shader programs—on the GPU. A shader is a massively parallel program that reads from an input buffer and either renders to a framebuffer, or writes the computed result to an output buffer. At the heart of WebGPU is a new graphics shading language, the WebGPU Shading Language (WGSL) [46]. WGSL shares many similarities with other high level shading languages such as the OpenGL Shading Language (GLSL) from the Khronos Group [28], and Microsoft’s High Level Shading Language (HLSL) [39], but has been tailored specifically to meet the needs of the WebGPU API.

An implementation of WebGPU in a web browser must leverage a graphics API native to the host system. These native APIs have no knowledge of WGSL. Instead, each expects shaders to be presented in a particular shading language: SPIR-V [29] for Vulkan (used on Android/Linux), HLSL [39] for Direct3D (used on Windows), the Metal Shading Language (MSL) [1] for Metal (used on iOS/OSX), and the OpenGL Shading Language (GLSL) [28] for OpenGL ES (used on some older Android devices). Table I provides a summary of these shading language acronyms. A portable WebGPU implementation must thus include a shader compiler with a WGSL front end, and back-ends for each of SPIR-V, HLSL and MSL. (If older devices are to be supported, a back-end

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Graphics Shading Language</th>
<th>Acronym</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WebGPU Shading Language</td>
<td>WGSL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Portable Intermediary Representation</td>
<td>SPIR-V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Level Shading Language</td>
<td>HLSL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Metal Shading Language</td>
<td>MSL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OpenGL Shading Language</td>
<td>GLSL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SwiftShader and SPIRV-Tools. As discussed in §II, SwiftShader is a CPU implementation of Vulkan that serves as a fall-back renderer in Chromium-based web browsers when the client-side GPU is too old to meet the needs of WebGL or WebGPU. SwiftShader directly supports execution of shaders written in Vulkan’s SPIR-V shading language, and can be used to execute GLSL shaders by first translating them to SPIR-V using the glslang tool from the Khronos Group [30].

Before executing a SPIR-V shader, SwiftShader pushes the shader through spir-opt, the SPIR-V optimiser, which performs a number of target-agnostic optimisations that make the SPIR-V code simpler to process. For example, SwiftShader uses spir-opt to fully inline all function calls so that the SwiftShader execution engine can assume all shaders are call-free (this works because the Vulkan dialect of SPIR-V does not allow recursion [32, VUID-StandaloneSpirv-None-04634]).

The spir-opt tool is part of SPIRV-Tools, a collection of tools for working with SPIR-V [31]. Another tool in this collection is spirv-val, which is currently used as part of the tint compiler to check whether code emitted by its SPIR-V back-end is valid. Due to their security-related importance as part of the front-end of SwiftShader and the validation stage of tint, we have focused significant attention of using fuzzing to find bugs in spir-opt and spirv-val. For thoroughness, we have also applied fuzzing to spirv-as and spirv-dis, an assembler and disassembler for SPIR-V that form part of SPIRV-Tools.

The final two rows of Table II complete the picture of shader translation tools discussed in this paper, with entries for glslang and spirv-opt.

III. COVERAGE-GUIDED FUZZING

We discuss our experience writing libFuzzer targets and various sorts of custom mutators to target the tint WGSL compiler, and the SPIRV-Tools suite of tools.

A. Fuzz targets and standard mutators

Fuzz targets for SPIRV-Tools. For SPIRV-Tools, a set of libFuzzer targets were deployed starting from August 2018. These comprised fuzz targets for the optimiser (spirv-opt), validator (spirv-val), and assembler/disassembler tools (spirv-as/spirv-dis). These fuzz targets treat their input buffer as SPIR-V binary, with the exception of the spirv-as fuzz target, which treats its input buffer as a textual representation of SPIR-V assembly. These fuzz targets were deployed on ClusterFuzz until the end of August 2021, but were moved to OSS-Fuzz in September 2021 for reasons discussed in §VI-A.

Fuzz targets for tint. Fuzzing with libFuzzer was deployed for tint from the start of the project in March 2020. Recall from §II-B that tint has two front-ends, for WGSL and SPIR-V, and four back-ends, for SPIR-V, MSL, HLSL and WGSL. Initially 10 main fuzz targets were deployed:

- X-reader, for $X \in \{\text{WGSL}, \text{SPIR-V}\}$, and
- X-reader-Y-writer, for $X \in \{\text{WGSL}, \text{SPIR-V}\}$ and $Y \in \{\text{SPIR-V}, \text{HLSL}, \text{MSL}, \text{WGSL}\}$.

Each of the WGSL-reader-Y-writer fuzz targets treats its input as a WGSL string and attempts to parse the string and (if successful) type-check the resulting AST. The reader-only fuzz targets stop at this point, while the reader-writer
fuzz targets go further by applying a number of backend-sanitising transformations to the AST and emitting target code in the associated output language. The SPIR-V-reader[\*]-writer] fuzz targets work similarly, accepting SPIR-V binary instead of WGSL text.

For a given input language \( X \) and output language \( Y \), the \( \text{X-reader-Y-writer} \) fuzz target exercises at least the functionality of the \( \text{X-reader fuzz target} \). The purpose of the \( \text{X-reader fuzz targets} \) is to ease bug triage. If ClusterFuzz reports a bug triggered by, say, the WGSL-reader fuzz target, this bug must pertain to WGSL parsing or type-checking, rather than code generation. For similar reasons, we deployed separate fuzz targets per tint back-end, so that a bug found by, say, the WGSL-reader-MLL-writer fuzz target cannot pertain to the generation of output in a language other than MSL. Furthermore, a bug found by one fuzz target can be checked against other fuzz targets during triage. For example, a crash found by the WGSL-reader-HLSL-writer fuzz target can be checked against the WGSL-reader fuzz target. If the crash still occurs, the issue is likely related to WGSL parsing or type-checking (exercised by both fuzz targets). Otherwise, the other WGSL-reader-Y-writer fuzz targets can be checked, to see whether the crash is specific to HLSL code generation, or related to back-end-agnostic transformations.

We also developed a number of more fine-grained fuzz targets. For example, \( \text{tint} \) provides functionality to clone an abstract syntax tree (AST). Knowing from experience that cloning code can be error-prone, we deployed a special fuzz target that parses its input into an AST and—if the AST is confirmed to be well-typed—clones it.

### B. Custom mutators

The built-in, domain-agnostic mutators that libFuzzer uses by default tend to lead to highly malformed inputs. These can be effective in triggering crashes and vulnerabilities in error handling code, but are less likely to exercise type-checking. AST transformation and code generation functionality. We thus designed a number of custom mutators geared towards generating well-formed or almost-well-formed programs.

#### Regex-based mutator

We designed a lightweight custom mutator based on matching and replacing patterns of text in a piece of WGSL-like code. Our goals for this custom mutator were threefold. First, it should be fast to develop and easy to maintain. Second, it should have a much higher chance of preserving the well-formedness of a WGSL shader compared to libFuzzer's default domain-agnostic mutators. Third, it should have a good chance of generating interesting "almost-valid" test cases: WGSL shaders that are invalid either due to being ill-typed or syntactically correct, but subtly so. In these regards, our regex-based mutator is similar to the Universal Mutator tool [23], [24], which we discuss further in §VII, though it was conceived of and developed independently.

Given a (possibly invalid) piece of WGSL, presented as a text buffer, the regex mutator applies a mutation operator chosen uniformly at random from the set of operators summarised in Table III. Various heuristics are used to decide whether a given index into the input buffer is probably part of a function or loop body. For example, to look for a program point that is probably part of a loop, the "Insert break/continue" mutation operator uses the following regex:

\[
[^{a-zA-Z_0-9}\{}{a-zA-Z_0-9]{1}(for|while|loop)[^{\}\}]\*\{
\]

The `[^{a-zA-Z_0-9]{1}(for|while|loop)` part matches a region of text starting with one of the WGSL loop keywords. The `[^{\}]\*\{` part matches any text up to and including the first occurrence of the `(` character following this; this is likely to be the opening brace corresponding to the body of a loop associated with the previous keyword. The regex mutator then examines the remainder of the input looking for a corresponding `)` character, ignoring all balanced pairs of `(` and `)` characters that occur in-between. If found, this is likely to signify the end of the loop body.

Matching schemes such as this are easy to implement. While having obvious disadvantages, such being confounded by text that occurs in comments, they have the advantage that they can be applied to invalid WGSL-like inputs. This means that if an almost-valid WGSL-like input achieves extra coverage, it might be possible to mutate this input into a form that achieves even more coverage, something that would not be possible if the mutator took a more principled approach that assumed syntactically correct inputs.

#### AST-based mutator

Nevertheless, we did also design a more principled mutator that produces well-formed programs by construction, by carefully mutating the abstract syntax tree (AST) of a well-formed WGSL program. This mutator rejects invalid inputs. For an input that is successfully parsed to a well-typed AST, the mutator randomly applies one of the operators summarised in Table IV to the AST.

The "Change binary operator" and "Change unary operator" mutations of Table IV can be viewed as principled versions of the "Replace operator" mutation of Table III. To illustrate the differences, the regex mutator might identify an arbitrary occurrence of `-` and change it to `|` (bitwise-or). This would: have no semantic effect if the occurrence of `-` occurs in a code comment; yield an invalid program if `-` occurs in a context where one floating-point expression is being subtracted from another (because `|` cannot be applied to floating-point expressions); and also yield an invalid program if `|` occurs as a unary operator (because `|` cannot be used as a unary operator). In contrast, the AST-based mutator only considers mutating genuine operator occurrences appearing in the AST, and only considers well-typed replacements.

Similarly, while "Delete statement" in Table IV may seem related to "Delete interval" in Table III, the difference is that the AST-based mutator's "Delete statement" operator carefully looks for a statement that can be deleted without making the program become invalid (for example, it will not delete a variable declaration if this would invalidate statements that refer to the declared variable), while "Delete interval" is much more aggressive: it has a reasonably high probability
of yielding an invalid program, but may also chance upon an interesting interval deletion that happens to preserve validity (such as deleting all code from mid-way through one loop body to mid-way through the next, in a manner that happens to lead to all uses of variables referring to suitable declarations).

A SPIR-V-based mutator for WGSL. Recall from §II-B and Table II that tint features a front-end for SPIR-V in addition to WGSL. Because SPIR-V is a more mature language than WGSL, there exist a number of off-the-shelf tools for transforming SPIR-V programs. These tools—spirv-opt, spirv-fuzz and spirv-reduce—ship as part of the SPIRV-Tools project [31]. In addition to its default modes, the spirv-opt optimiser (see §II-B) exposes its optimisation passes as a library such that any pass can be applied in isolation. For instance, spirv-opt has an “eliminate-local-single-store” pass that will (according to the help option of the tool) “Replace stores and loads of function scope variables that are only stored once”. A pass such as this can be seen as a custom SPIR-V to SPIR-V mutator. Likewise, two other tools, spirv-fuzz and spirv-reduce, feature transformations that can be exposed at a fine level of granularity: spirv-fuzz implements a number of semantics-preserving transformations on SPIR-V programs (as part of a metamorphic approach to compiler testing [14]), while spirv-reduce, a test case reducer for SPIR-V, implements various simplifying transformations.

---

**TABLE III**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mutation name</th>
<th>Example before</th>
<th>Example after</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Swap intervals</td>
<td>A; B; C;</td>
<td>A; C; B;</td>
<td>An interval is the portion of text between a pair of (not-necessarily successive) ‘;’ tokens; A and B denote arbitrary fragments of code</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete interval</td>
<td>A; B; C;</td>
<td>A; C;</td>
<td>Similar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duplicate interval</td>
<td>A; B; C;</td>
<td>A; B; A; C;</td>
<td>Similar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replace identifier</td>
<td>a = b + c;</td>
<td>a = b + angle;</td>
<td>The replacement identifier (angle here) is chosen based on identifiers mined from the file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replace literal</td>
<td>x = 42;</td>
<td>x = -1;</td>
<td>The replacement literal (-1 here) is chosen based on literals mined from the file</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insert return</td>
<td>A; B;</td>
<td>A; return ...; B;</td>
<td>If it looks like the enclosing function is non-void, a literal is suggested</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replace operator</td>
<td>x + y</td>
<td>x + y</td>
<td>The mutator does not attempt to respect the argument types of operators</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insert break/continue</td>
<td>A; B;</td>
<td>A; break; B;</td>
<td>Only applied if it appears that the code fragment is in a loop</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replace function call with built-in</td>
<td>foo(x)</td>
<td>sin(x)</td>
<td>The parentheses after foo make it likely to be a function invocation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Add swizzle</td>
<td>v = w.x;</td>
<td>v = w.xxy.x;</td>
<td>The application of ‘xy’ to ‘w’ suggests that it is vector</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE IV**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mutation name</th>
<th>Example before</th>
<th>Example after</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Change binary operator</td>
<td>expr ◦ expr ◦</td>
<td>expr ◦ expr ◦</td>
<td>Binary operators ◦ and ◦ ◦ are type-compatible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Change unary operator</td>
<td>expr ◦ expr</td>
<td>◦ expr</td>
<td>Unary operators ◦ and ◦ ◦ are type-compatible</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Insert unary operator</td>
<td>expr</td>
<td>expr</td>
<td>Unary operator ◦ can be applied to expressions of the type of expr</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delete statement</td>
<td>stmt1; stmt2;</td>
<td>stmt2</td>
<td>stmt1 does not declare variables that are later used, and removal of stmt1 does not lead to a syntactically infinite loop or a function that no longer returns a value</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Replace identifier</td>
<td>expr</td>
<td>expr[x/y]</td>
<td>Identifier x occurs in expr, and identifier y is also in scope and has the same type as x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Fig. 2. Fuzz target for testing WGSL compilation via a SPIR-V shader

Fig. 3. Custom mutator that leverages SPIRV-Tools
We built a special fuzz target and custom mutator for testing tint’s WGSL support via SPIR-V, as illustrated in Figures 2 and 3. The fuzz target, illustrated in Figure 2, treats its input as a SPIR-V binary. It uses tint to transform this into WGSL textual form, and then invokes tint again to turn the WGSL text into the desired output format. The SPIRV-Tools-based custom mutator is illustrated in Figure 3. Because the fuzz target accepts SPIR-V binary, the mutator accepts and returns SPIR-V binary. It randomly selects between applying a transformation offered by spirv-opt, spirv-fuzz or spirv-reduce and, for the chosen tool, applies one of its available transformations at random.

The intention of this fuzz target and custom mutator is to test tint’s support for translating WGSL into various target languages. As a by-product, the fuzz target also tests tint’s support for translating SPIR-V into WGSL, and the custom mutator indirectly tests spirv-opt, spirv-fuzz and spirv-reduce (as it may crash due to bugs in these tools). In the long term this is positive, because thorough testing of all these components is ultimately desirable. However, in the short term it presents a problem, as discussed further in §VI-A, Insight 6 and §VI-B, Insight 8, because bugs in these components have much lower priority for fixing compared with bugs in tint’s WGSL-handling code.

C. Expanding input corpora

From its deployment in August 2018 until August 2021, the SPIRV-Tools fuzz targets described in §III-A were deployed with an initial corpus comprising a single, relatively simple SPIR-V program. Even with this trivial corpus, fuzzing did lead to the discovery of some defects. Revisiting the fuzzers to enhance this corpus fell by the wayside for a number of years. In August 2021, this initial corpus was augmented with 87 SPIR-V examples derived from shaders from the GraphicsFuzz project (OpenGL shaders compiled to SPIR-V using the glslang tool; see §II-B). We discuss the impact of this in §VI-A, Insight 6.

From the start of the tint project in March 2020 until July 2021, the tint fuzz targets were deployed with no initial corpus. One reason for this is that the WGSL language was in complete flux when the tint project started: a concrete syntax for the language was being developed, and the tint developers were getting started on designing an intermediate representation and back-end code generators based on a provisional input format. Writing a corpus for this input format that was expected to be subject to major change was not a priority. We revisit this point in §VI-A, Insight 3.

In July 2021, by which time the WGSL language had taken substantial shape, we improved the tint build system so that every WGSL shader included as a regression test in the tint repository is included in the initial corpus of every fuzz target that accepts WGSL input, and similarly for SPIR-V regression tests and SPIR-V-consuming fuzz targets. At time of writing these corpora are populated from 3,095 WGSL test shaders and 1,750 SPIR-V test shaders. It is possible that these corpora are now larger than is desirable for a coverage-guided fuzzing effort, and may benefit from corpus distillation [26].

The WGSL fuzz targets based on libFuzzer’s built-in mutators also utilise a dictionary that includes all WGSL keywords, operators and symbols.

IV. BLACK-BOX FUZZING

We discuss two novel program generation tools for WGSL that we have used to test tint and naga in a targeted fashion, as well as the deployment of these and other black-box fuzzers on ClusterFuzz for additional testing of tint.

A. Targeted black-box fuzzing via program generation tools

Coverage-guided fuzzing using libFuzzer can be excellent for finding crash bugs, but is less effective at detecting deeper functional errors due to the limited nature of the crash oracle. We thus decided to investigate the use of differential testing [38] to allow finding miscompilation bugs in WGSL compilers—cases where the compiler generates semantically invalid code without crashing in the process. Differential testing of compilers was popularised by the Csmith project [49], which generates random C programs that are, by construction, free from undefined behaviour. A generated program can then be compiled using multiple compilers that agree on implementation-defined behaviour, and the output obtained by running the associated executables can be compared. A mismatch indicates that (at least) one compiler has miscompiled the program, which can be investigated.

Two undergraduate students at Imperial College London worked on program generators for WGSL, leading to the wgslsmith [40], [41] and wgslgenerator [48] tools.

The focus of wgslsmith is specifically on differential testing to find miscompilation bugs. In order for the results of differential testing to be meaningful, the tool puts in place mechanisms to defend against undefined behaviour. We distinguish between fundamental undefined behaviour, where a shader may legitimately exhibit nondeterminism according to the WGSL specification (such as due to accessing arrays out-of-bounds), and current undefined behaviour, where a program should compute an unambiguous result according to the WGSL language specification, but may deviate from this due to current known limitations of WGSL compilers. To illustrate current undefined behaviour, WGSL mandates that the expression $e_1/e_2$ should yield $e_1$ in the case where $e_2$ evaluates to 0. However, at time of writing, WGSL compilers do not emit target code to enforce this behaviour, compiling a division expression to an associated division instruction in the target shading language, all of which regard division by zero as an undefined behaviour or error.

Taking inspiration from Csmith, wgslsmith works around undefined behaviour by using “safe math” wrapper functions to avoid issuing operations that would lead to fundamental or current undefined behaviour. As WGSL compilers mature, so that current undefined behaviour becomes less of a problem, the use of these wrapper functions can be reduced.
Our wgsllgenerator tool currently assumes that WGSL compilers are not subject to current undefined behaviour; i.e. it generates programs that assume the semantics of WGSL is respected and does not take measures to avoid current implementation limitations in tint and naga. For this reason we have mainly used wgsllgenerator to detect cases where tint and naga produce invalid code, because the results obtained by full-blown differential testing are confounded by these current implementation limitations.

Both wgsllsmith and wgsllgenerator share common infrastructure for (a) validating generated shaders using appropriate per-target-language validation tools (e.g. spirv-val for SPIR-V), and (b) executing valid shaders on top of the Dawn and wgpu APIs (see Figure 1). This allows differential testing between tint and naga, by comparing results obtained via Dawn vs. wgpu, as well as differential testing between different back-ends, e.g. by comparing the results obtained via Dawn’s Direct3D back-end vs. Dawn’s Vulkan back-end.

### B. Black-box fuzzers on ClusterFuzz

The ClusterFuzz infrastructure is mainly concerned with the deployment of coverage-guided fuzzing (based on libFuzzer and related approaches). However, it also provides a black-box fuzzing mode [10]. To use this mode, one simply uploads an input generator as a pre-built binary. The entry point to this input generator must be a specially-named Python script that ClusterFuzz can invoke with command line arguments to request the generation of a specified number of inputs. ClusterFuzz then repeatedly invokes the input generator to obtain sets of inputs, and invokes the SUV on these inputs. Just like when fuzzing using libFuzzer, bugs are found via the (sanitizer-boosted) crash oracle (see §II-A).

We deployed ClusterFuzz black-box fuzzers that use wgsllsmith and wgsllgenerator to generate WGSL shaders (see §IV-A). We also deployed a fuzzier that leverages the spirv-fuzz tool [31] to generate a set of SPIR-V shaders (as described in [14]), which are then converted to WGSL using tint. In all cases, ClusterFuzz feeds a generated WGSL shader into an entry point that invokes each WGSL-reader-Y-writer fuzz target (see §III-A) in turn (where \( Y \in \{SPIR-V, HLSL, MSL, WGSL\} \)), aiming to expose crashes in the tint functionality that these fuzz targets exercise.

### V. Summary of Bugs Found

#### A. Issues filed by fuzzers deployed on ClusterFuzz / OSS-Fuzz

Table V provides a summary of the status of all issues filed by the fuzzers that we have deployed on ClusterFuzz and OSS-Fuzz, as of 27 October 2022. This includes all issues filed via the use of coverage-guided fuzzers (§III) and black-box fuzzers deployed on ClusterFuzz (§IV-B), but excludes bugs found via targeted use of black-box fuzzers (§IV-A).

Under the **Fuzzer(s)** column, ‘WGSL-reader-Y-writer’ and ‘SPIR-V-reader-Y-writer’ refer to the standard fuzz targets for testing tint’s support for WGSL and SPIR-V, respectively, discussed in §III-A; ‘WGSL-misc’ refers to the collection of fine-grained fuzz targets for WGSL mentioned briefly in §III-A; ‘Regex-based fuzzier’, ‘AST-based fuzzier’ and ‘SPIR-Tools-based fuzzier’ refer to the fuzz targets that use the custom mutators discussed in §III-B; ‘wgsllsmith’, ‘wgsllgenerator’ and ‘spirv-fuzz’ refer to the black-box fuzzers deployed on ClusterFuzz discussed in §IV-B; and ‘spirv-opt-fuzzer’, ‘spirv-val-fuzzer’ and ‘spirv-as-spirv-dis-fuzzer’ refer to the fuzz targets for SPIR-V-Tools discussed in §III-A.

For each group of fuzzers the table notes the component(s) that are tested, whether the fuzzier is coverage-guided or black-box, and in the former case whether it uses default or custom mutators. The **# Issues** column records the total number of issues ClusterFuzz/OSS-Fuzz has auto-filed for these fuzzers, with **(resolved)** recording how many have been resolved for any reason—this is largely due to related bugs being fixed, but in some cases is due to the issue having been flagged as a duplicate or marked as “won’t fix” e.g. because it relates to a bug in a custom mutator that is low priority for fixing in its own right. The **# Repro.** column records how many of the total number of issues are found by ClusterFuzz/OSS-Fuzz to be reliably reproducible; we mark in bold the cases where some issues are not reliably reproducible. The **# Security** column records how many of the total issues are reproducible security issues; that is, ClusterFuzz/OSS-Fuzz has marked flagged them as being potentially security-critical (e.g. because they trigger buffer overflows), and the **(fixed)** column reports how many of these security issues have been fixed.

The data under **# Issues** and **(resolved)** should only be seen as giving ballpark figures for the bug-finding ability of the fuzzers we have deployed and the priority of filed issues for fixing. First, the data are subject to problems of duplication (e.g. resource-exhaustion bugs are hard to de-duplicate and thus may be reported by multiple fuzzers) and false alarms (e.g. due to configuration problems in fuzz targets, and bugs in custom mutators). Second, the fuzzers were deployed at different points in time, so that fuzzers deployed early had more chance to detect “low hanging fruit” issues compared with fuzzers deployed later.

#### Bugs found using default mutators vs. custom mutators.

The first four rows of Table V show that the straightforward fuzz targets for WGSL support in tint, and the specialised fuzz targets for checking particular aspects of WGSL support (such as testing of cloning functionality, discussed in §III-A), led to a higher issue rate compared with fuzz targets using the regex- and AST-based mutators. We have not delved into the reasons for this in depth, but our hypotheses include: these fuzz targets were deployed on ClusterFuzz before the fuzz targets that use custom mutators; the overhead of custom mutators means that fuzz targets that use default mutation have higher throughput; although the custom mutators have the benefit of focusing testing on mid- and back-end functionality by generating valid or almost-valid inputs, they miss out, in return, on finding front-end bugs via extremely malformed inputs; and overlap between the bug-finding ability of various fuzz targets, combined with the higher throughput of fuzz targets that use default mutators, may mean that the latter get
TABLE V
SUMMARY OF THE NUMBER OF ISSUES OPENED BY EACH GROUP OF FUZZERS THAT WE DEPLOYED ON CLUSTERFUZZ AND OSS-FUZZ

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Fuzzer(s)</th>
<th>Component(s) tested</th>
<th>Nature of fuzzer</th>
<th>Mutator</th>
<th># Issues (resolved)</th>
<th># Repro.</th>
<th># Security (fixed)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WDSL-reader-[Y-writer]</td>
<td>tint (WGSL)</td>
<td>Coverage-guided</td>
<td>Default</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WDSL-misc</td>
<td>tint (WGSL)</td>
<td>Coverage-guided</td>
<td>Default</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regexp-based fuzzer</td>
<td>tint (WGSL)</td>
<td>Coverage-guided</td>
<td>Custom</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AST-based fuzzer</td>
<td>tint (WGSL)</td>
<td>Coverage-guided</td>
<td>Custom</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wgsmlmith</td>
<td>tint (WGSL)</td>
<td>Black-box</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>wgsmlgenerator</td>
<td>tint (WGSL)</td>
<td>Black-box</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spirv-fuzz</td>
<td>tint (WGSL)</td>
<td>Black-box</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPIRV-Tools-based fuzzer</td>
<td>tint (SPIR-V)</td>
<td>Coverage-guided</td>
<td>Default</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPIR-V-reader-[Y-writer]</td>
<td>spirv-opt</td>
<td>Coverage-guided</td>
<td>Default</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>254</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spirv-as-fuzzer</td>
<td>spirv-val</td>
<td>Coverage-guided</td>
<td>Default</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spirv-as/SPIR-dis-fuzzer</td>
<td></td>
<td>Coverage-guided</td>
<td>Default</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>All</td>
<td>All components</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>704</td>
<td>658</td>
<td>677</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|                          |                     |                  |         |                    |          |                   |
|                          |                     |                  |         |                    |          |                   |
|                          |                     |                  |         |                    |          |                   |

credit for quickly discovering easy-to-find bugs.

With respect to reproducible security issues, custom mutators show more promise. Fuzzers based on standard fuzz targets led to the reporting of 2 security-related issues out of 64 reports, while 6 out of 32 and 5 out of 19 issues reported by fuzz targets using the regex-based mutator and AST-based mutator, respectively, were security-related.

B. Bugs found via targeted black-box fuzzing

While the results for deployment of black-box fuzzing on ClusterFuzz shown in Table V are rather disappointing, we had significant success using wgsmlmith and wgsmlgenerator in a targeted manner to find bugs in tint and naga. Via wgsmlsmith we were able to find and report 11 bugs in tint, of which 9 have been fixed so far, and 18 bugs in naga, of which 9 have been fixed so far. Using wgsmlgenerator we were able to find and report 6 bugs in tint, of which 3 have been fixed so far, and 23 bugs in naga (or wgpu more generally), of which 15 have been fixed so far. The major advantage of our targeted use of black-box fuzzing compared with deployment of black-box fuzzing on ClusterFuzz is that the targeted approach uses a stronger oracle. We discuss this further in §VI-C, Insight 11.

VI. INSIGHTS

We discuss insights arising from our experience, related to the timeliness of applying fuzzing (§VI-A), use of custom mutators (§VI-B), and oracle-related issues (§VI-C). Some of these insights are already well known to engineers and researchers who have worked with fuzzing in practice, but we believe there is value in bringing them to the attention of readers who have less experience working with fuzzing, and discussing them explicitly in our context for those who do.

A. Timeliness of applying fuzzing

Insight 1: Early fuzzing can inform language design

An innovative feature of WGSL is the notion of abstract numeric values. Similar to constants in Go [15], abstract numeric types allow compile-time constant expressions to be evaluated at 64-bit precision and then concretised to various lower-precision numeric types when they are used in dynamic contexts. The WGSL specification lists the scenarios where an abstract numeric value needs to be concretised. The WDSL-reader-MSL-writer fuzz target triggered a code generation error due to an abstract vector being indexed using statically-unknown value. The WGSL specification did not mandate that the abstract vector should be concretised in such a scenario. In response to the fuzzer-reported bug [5] a member of the tint development team opened a WGSL specification issue [9] which led to the language specification being fixed to account for this missing case [42].

Insight 2: Fuzzing can drive implementation choices

WGSL features constant array expressions, which can either enumerate the values of an array, or specify that array elements should default to 0. An early implementation of constant propagation in tint handled array constants on an element-by-element basis. Our fuzzers quickly identified a problem with this implementation by synthesising a shader that declared a huge, default-initialised array, causing a memory-out in tint’s constant propagation routine. In response, the tint developers provided a more nuanced implementation that handles default-initialised structures efficiently [8].

Insight 3: Fuzzing can be useful even before an input format has been finalised

As discussed in §III-C, our tint fuzzers were initially not provided with a corpus of input examples. This was in part because, at that time, the WGSL language was too unstable for reliable examples to be available. Although the bug-finding ability of our fuzzers exhibited a step-change when we introduced an input corpus, our fuzzers nevertheless found a number of important bugs by starting from a default buffer. Thus “our input format is not finalised yet” should not be seen as an excuse for delaying the deployment of fuzzers.

Insight 4: A changing input format creates a fuzzer maintenance burden

As a counterpoint to Insight 3, wgsmlsmith and wgsmlgenerator (§IV-A) had to cope with the syntax of WGSL undergoing relatively frequent changes. The tint and naga compilers...
sometimes took a while to catch up with changes to the language specification, leading to scenarios where these tools did not quite agree on certain syntactic points. To allow differential testing we had to implement workarounds to transform a generated WGSL shader into separate tint- and naga-friendly forms before compiling and executing it. If we had been less eager and designed these tools after the language had fully stabilised, we would have saved on engineering effort (at the cost of missing out on early bug discovery).

Related to this: while coverage-guided fuzz targets are re-built by ClusterFuzz and OSS-Fuzz each time the SUT changes, black-box fuzzers are manually uploaded as binary archives (see §IV-B). If the input format for the SUT changes, a black-box fuzzer may now yield inputs that are deemed invalid and hence no longer deeply exercise the SUT. There is no easy way to know that this has happened, meaning that black-box fuzzers must be manually re-built and re-deployed from time to time. It may thus be more fruitful to deploy black-box fuzzers on ClusterFuzz once the input format of a project has reached maturity.

**Insight 5:** Fuzzing too early may waste time by flagging already-known issues

While our targeted use of black-box fuzzing to find bugs in tint and naga via differential and validation testing led to the discovery of some subtle issues, there are several cases where it merely highlighted known issues that were already on the road-maps of developers of these projects. For example, our fuzzers highlighted several already-known cases where built-in functions of WGSL had not yet been implemented, and highlighted the already-known fact that tint and naga were not yet taking measures to enforce WGSL semantics for edge case behaviours, such as division by zero.

**Insight 6:** Bugs found by fuzzers in low-priority components can be a distraction

Prior to our introduction of strong corpora for our fuzzers (see §III-C), all fuzz targets were running on ClusterFuzz as part of the Chromium testing process. From time to time this would lead to discovery of security issues in non-critical components of SPIRV-Tools, and in the tint SPIR-V front-end, which is also non-critical. However, this happened sufficiently rarely that there was sufficient engineering bandwidth for them to be promptly fixed. The introduction of strong corpora led to a flood of issues being discovered in non-critical components of SPIRV-Tools, and in tint’s support for SPIR-V. Among these were a number of security issues that were automatically tagged as Chromium release blockers. While these issues have all now been fixed, it was important for the development team to be able to focus on issues that directly affected WGSL support in tint, without being distracted by SPIR-V issues being flagged as release-blocking. For this reason, in August 2021 we moved all SPIR-V-related fuzzers to OSS-Fuzz so that they still run on Google’s ClusterFuzz infrastructure, but do not lead to Chromium release-blocking bug reports.

**B. Experience with custom mutators**

**Insight 7:** There is a trade-off between the effectiveness of a custom mutator and the effort required for its creation and maintenance

The three custom mutators we have designed (see §III-B) discovered several bugs, including a number of security issues (see Table V). Of these mutators, we argue that the regex-based fuzzer has been the most worthwhile. It was simple to implement (not requiring any compiler construction expertise), and has provided a good return on investment. Adding additional mutation operators is a relatively straightforward process as these operators are based on string manipulation. In contrast, the implementation of each mutation operator in the AST fuzzer was akin to writing a simple compiler pass, which is a non-trivial task.

**Insight 8:** Bugs in custom mutator code can be a source of false alarms

The SPIRV-Tools-based mutator and associated fuzz target has the potential to provide the most bang-for-buck, since (a) it leverages existing technology—spirv-opt, spirv-fuzz and spirv-reduce—making it relatively cheap to build, and (b) it simultaneously tests tint’s support for SPIR-V and WGSL, as well as exercising various components of SPIRV-Tools during the mutation process. However, as discussed in Insight 6, bugs in tint’s SPIR-V front-end have lower priority for fixing compared with WGSL-related bugs (see Figure 2). Worse still, crashes in the custom mutator itself arising from bugs in spirv-fuzz, spirv-reduce and stand-alone spirv-opt optimisation passes may lead to ClusterFuzz auto-reporting bugs that have even lower priority for fixing (see Figure 3).

More generally, a risk of deploying custom mutators in an in-process fuzzer such as libFuzzer is that one cannot immediately distinguish between crashes stemming from the custom mutators vs. crashes stemming from the fuzz target itself. We have suggested to the ClusterFuzz team that it might be worth detecting when crashes originate from a custom mutator and handling them differently so that they are not considered to be release blockers [17].

In the # Repro. column of Table V we have highlighted cases where the number of reproducible issues is lower than the total number of issues in the # Issues column. All three fuzzers that use custom mutators suffer from unreproducible issue reports, due to custom mutator crashes.

**C. Test oracles**

**Insight 9:** Fuzz targets must be carefully engineered to avoid false alarms

Recall from §II-A that to work effectively, a libFuzzer fuzz target must be designed so that a crash in the fuzz target really does correspond to a bug in the SUT. The tint compiler features various sanitising transformations that can be applied to an AST. In production, the Dawn engine (see §II-B and Figure 1) will apply these transformations in a specific manner, depending on the underlying native graphics API that is
being targeted. We had several false alarms where our fuzz targets would apply sanitising transformations in unexpected orders that will never be used in productions, leading to false alarm bug reports. As an example, one issue report features a comment from a possibly exasperated developer: “Looks like yet another case of the fuzzers not running all necessary transforms before invoking the backend.” [6]. This highlights the point that fuzz targets must be designed with care in order for the crash oracle to yield meaningful bug reports.

**Insight 10:** It may be necessary to make modifications to the SUT to accommodate fuzzing, or to accept some number of false alarms.

SPIR-V allows loops to be annotated with a hint requesting that they be fully unrolled, if a compiler can deduce a static bound on the number of times the loop will iterate. By design, spirv-opt honours such requests. The spirv-opt fuzz target merrily produced a program featuring a loop with a static bound of more than 1 million iterations, annotated with this unrolling hint. This led to OSS-Fuzz auto-reporting an out of memory error [7].

As this does not actually correspond to a bug in spirv-opt, nor a real-world usage scenario, the spirv-opt developers were reluctant to change the tool’s production behaviour for the sake of pacifying a fuzzer. As a compromise, we modified spirv-opt so that when it is compiled as part of a fuzz target, loops with more than 100 iterations will not be unrolled [11]. This pacified the fuzzer for a while, but eventually it synthesised an example featuring a nest of loops with each loop exhibiting a double-digit iteration count, leading to a similar issue report.

This highlights the fact that when applying fuzzing to complex real-world software it is hard to avoid bug reports that, in a domain-specific sense, are false alarms.

**Insight 11:** Advanced oracles for fully automated fuzzing present interesting future challenges.

Recall from §V that while our targeted application of wgslsmith and wgslgenerator led to a large number of bugs being discovered, their deployment on ClusterFuzz as black-box fuzzers led to very few bug reports. This is due to a difference in test oracles: ClusterFuzz merely checks whether tint crashes, while in our targeted use of these program generators we (a) used various back-end-specific tools to validate the output generated by tint, and (b) used differential testing to cross-check tint-generated code against naga-generated code, as well as to cross-check the behaviour of code generated by multiple tint back-ends.

Integrating these more advanced oracles into coverage-guided fuzzing is hindered by practical and conceptual challenges. Practically, using target-specific validation tools requires these to be available on the machines used for fuzzing. In the case of tint’s MSL back-end, for example, validation requires the use of a Metal shader validator that would not be easy to deploy on ClusterFuzz’s standard Docker image. Conceptually, differential testing is good for identifying that one of the systems being compared is wrong, but cannot automatically pinpoint which is the culprit. It is not clear how automatic bug triage—a big selling point of ClusterFuzz—could be adapted to effectively shed light on the root cause of issues found using differential testing.

**VII. RELATED WORK**

Compiler fuzzing in the domain of graphics has been explored previously via the GraphicsFuzz (formerly GLFuzz) [12] and spirv-fuzz [14] tools, including an experience report on the use of GraphicsFuzz [13]. These approaches aim to find miscompilation bugs via metamorphic testing [4], [44]. These tools build on ideas from equivalence modulo inputs testing [34], generating families of equivalent programs via semantics-preserving transformations. We have used spirv-fuzz as the basis of a ClusterFuzz black-box fuzzer (see §IV-B) and as part of a custom mutator (see §III-B), but these uses of the tool do not exploit the fact that it applies semantics-preserving mutations; we merely exploit the fact that it applies some form of mutation in an attempt to generate programs that may uncover crash bugs in tint.

The wgslsmith and wgslgenerator tools were inspired by the Csmith generator of C programs [49]. In the domain of GPU computing, program generation has also been used to test OpenCL and CUDA compilers [27], [35].

Our regex-based mutator is similar to the Universal Mutator tool [23], [24], which as been applied in the context of compiler fuzzing [25]. The interval deletion mutations of our regex-based fuzzer were inspired by the structureshrink test case reducer [37], which considers deleting regions of an input that are delimited by particular character sequences.

**VIII. CONCLUSIONS**

We have described our experience applying a variety of fuzzing techniques, included coverage-guided fuzzing with and without custom mutators, and black-box fuzzing, to test compilers and processing tools for the WGS and SPIR-V graphics shading languages. These include security-critical components that ship as part of WebGL and GPU implementations in modern browsers. Our deployment of fuzzing has led to the discovery and fixing of a large number of potentially security-critical issues.

An important direction for future work is to bridge the gap between targeted black-box fuzzing—where differential testing provides a strong oracle—and scalable fuzzing on ClusterFuzz and OSS-Fuzz. The former can lead to the discovery of more intricate functional bugs than the latter, but currently requires a human in the loop for bug triage and reporting. Another direction is to use Google’s new FuzzTest project [20] to reduce the amount of custom code that needs to be written to interpret input byte buffers in a structured manner.
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